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I. INTRODUCTION

Freeing one innocent prisoner, whose conviction masked the truth, seems an ultimate act of justice, as it rectifies a palpable wrong inflicted by the very system designed to guarantee true judgments. Yet one exoneration, however welcome, is inadequate to uphold a societal sense of justice in the face of growing knowledge that wrongful convictions are widespread.1 The disquiet caused by knowing that many prisoners have been officially exonerated is compounded by studies estimating that wrongful convictions occur at significant rates, leading to thousands of miscarriages of justice every year.2 Disquiet deepens when a wealth of scholarship shows
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1 See THE NAT’L REGISTRY OF EXONERATIONS, http://www.law.umich.edu/special/exoneration/Pages/about.aspx (last visited Apr. 19, 2014) (citing almost 1350 exonerations to date).

2 Reasoned or calculated estimates range from .5 percent to five percent of all felony
that errors of justice are not inevitable results of human fallibility but are produced by systems that are correctible.\textsuperscript{3} Disquiet turns to dismay when, realizing that innocence reforms that logically reduce the number of wrongful convictions also create a more accurate criminal justice system that will better convict the guilty, forces of inertia continue to obstruct such reforms.\textsuperscript{4}

Although legal scholarship tends typically to focus on doctrinal developments over time,\textsuperscript{5} a lesson from the innocence movement’s brief history is that the extensive problem of wrongful convictions cannot be satisfactorily addressed one case at a time or by the accretion of legal doctrine. What distinguishes the Innocence Project,\textsuperscript{6} the Center on Wrongful Convictions,\textsuperscript{7} the Innocence Network\textsuperscript{8} and other contemporary innocence organizations from...
earlier exoneration-only innocence groups\(^9\) is their realization that systemic policy reform is a necessary component of their work.\(^{10}\) Within two decades, innocence advocates have advanced an impressive array of criminal justice system changes that are likely to reduce the number of wrongful convictions. The centrality of innocence reform is recognized by the innocence movement’s leaders as indispensable to the goal of achieving justice.\(^{11}\) A general policy approach includes not only the traditional province of lawyers (statutes, constitutional and common-law judicial decision-making, administrative law) but also the realms of politics, public policy, and agency behaviors that are analyzed with theoretical and empirical tools of the social sciences.

Social and institutional changes do not just happen. Most institutions are resistant to structural reforms unless goaded by external forces, like competition that threatens the profits of a business enterprise or an enemy attack that threatens national security. In the world of criminal justice the investigation and prosecution functions have been insulated from structural change by the system’s constitutional framework, the political power of police and prosecutorial agencies, and the general view that few
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\(^9\) One example was the loosely organized “Court of Last Resort,” conceived and directed by Erle Stanley Gardner, the creator of the fictional defense lawyer “Perry Mason.” It was funded by magazine, radio, and television serialization and operated for a decade from 1948 to 1958. See ERLE STANLEY GARDNER, THE COURT OF LAST RESORT V (1952); Theodore Pontecelli, The Court of Last Resort, JUSTICE: DENIED, http://www.justicedenied.org/courtoflastresort.htm (last visited Apr. 19, 2014). For a more contemporary example, see CENTURION MINISTRIES, http://www.centurionministries.org/ (last visited Apr. 19, 2014), founded in 1983 by Jim McCloskey.


\(^{11}\) JM Dwyer ET AL., ACTUAL INNOCENCE: FIVE DAYS TO EXECUTION AND OTHER DISPARTEES FROM THE WRONGLY CONVICTED 245–50 (2000) (presenting asserted causes of wrongful conviction and advocating a set of reforms for each); see Fix the System: Priority Issues, INNOCENCE PROJECT, http://www.justicedenied.org/courtoflastresort.htm (last visited Apr. 19, 2014) (advocating specific reforms, such as false confessions and exoneree compensation); see also Keith A. Findley, Toward a New Paradigm of Criminal Justice: How the Innocence Movement Merges Crime Control and Due Process, 41 TEX. TECH. L. REV. 133, 146 (2008) (stating how the innocence movement proposes a “Reliability Model” that is neither a prosecution- nor defense-oriented approach to criminal justice).
wrongful convictions have occurred. It took a slow-moving catastrophe, catalyzed by the advent of DNA profiling, to change this deep complacency and to begin to move the large and unwieldy adjudication system toward innocence reforms. Although a few high-profile exonerations began to raise public awareness, it is the steady reporting of individual “disasters” from across the United States, year after year, month after month, day after day, that has created awareness of an innocence crisis. In this article we examine the innocence movement from a broad policy approach in order to assess the prospect of effecting meaningful criminal justice reforms designed to reduce the incidence of wrongful convictions. We ask whether the level of innocence reform thus far achieved in the justice system can be sustained and expanded.

Prognostications of social trends are risky and ought to be based on empirical evidence or special expertise. Given the multi-disciplinary nature of wrongful conviction scholarship and the complexity of wrongful convictions, it would normally be foolhardy to make a broad assessment and forecast. What impelled us to assess future trends was our recent experience as co-editors of a volume authored by experts in various areas of wrongful conviction scholarship. This article draws heavily on the knowledge and insights provided by the expertise of contributing authors, and others, who are on the cutting edge of many wrongful conviction subjects, to describe the prospects for legal and criminal justice reforms stimulated by concerns about miscarriages of justice. Our project, however, is not simply descriptive; our goal is to articulate a policy process approach to understanding innocence reform that will complement the existing innocence paradigm that focuses on specific factors deemed to be the causes of wrongful convictions.

Part II describes and explores the dominant conceptualization of
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wrongful conviction reform—the innocence paradigm—with its focus on a list of causes and cures, by reviewing advances in eyewitness identification reforms. We value the “causes and cures” paradigm, but also believe that it has limits. Part II anchors our effort to move toward alternative and complementary ways to think about wrongful conviction. Part III discusses the centrality of political and public policy thinking and action, as well as concerns with public opinion and the news, to the arena of innocence reform. Part IV expands on our new model by paying explicit attention to innocence institutions, including the Innocence Network, exoneree-based organizations, prosecutors’ conviction integrity units, North Carolina’s unique Innocence Inquiry Commission, and even new ways to conceive of the judicial process. Part V discusses a number of research strategies that expand the repertoire of those used in the past in order to get a better handle on the direction and effectiveness of innocence reforms. Part VI explores ideas that have been advanced to deliberately sustain criminal justice and forensic science system change, drawing on quality-control and error-reduction strategies found in other industries. A promising suggestion is to replace the “bad apple” scapegoating reflex to wrongful convictions with an organizational accident concept that develops the ethic of learning from mistakes. Another proposal along these lines is for the peak institutions of forensic science to institute a continuous-learning subsystem to guide the different forensic science disciplines to paths of self-correction. Part VII asks whether a decline in the death penalty will lessen the intense desire that accompanies efforts to exonerate prisoners on death row, whether a potential decline in DNA exonerations will breed complacency, and whether the virtual impossibility of measuring large-scale decline of wrongful convictions will lessen the reformist zeal that animates the innocence movement. We conclude by reviewing the factors that militate against and for sustained innocence reform. Sustainability will ultimately depend on the degree to which the goals and approaches of innocence reform become internalized by the criminal justice system as indispensable to continuing professionalization. This leads us to conclude that innocence reform is not only about specific innocence reforms and innocence consciousness but is about the entire functioning of legal

15 A parallel vision of reform is found in Jennifer E. Laurin, Remapping the Path Forward: Toward a Systemic View of Forensic Science Reform and Oversight, 91 TEX. L. REV. 1051 (2013).
II. THE INNOCENCE “CAUSES AND CURES” PARADIGM

The American innocence movement has been shaped to a large degree by one book, Actual Innocence,\textsuperscript{16} published in 2000, which established a conceptual framework—the innocence paradigm—which views wrongful convictions through the lens of a set of “causes and cures.”\textsuperscript{17} The innocence paradigm works well to organize the thinking of advocates and policy makers, as it draws on the deeply seated medical metaphor, suggesting that a pathology of some kind has caused an error and that each error must have a specific cure. The construct was inductively developed by lawyers and journalists who wrote up wrongful conviction case narratives and then conducted surface evaluations that enumerated negative factors (e.g., mistaken identification, false confession) that were obviously related to the miscarriage of justice.\textsuperscript{18} The Innocence Project’s website page that lists causes and remedies is exemplary of the innocence paradigm.\textsuperscript{19}

That innocence advocates have advanced an impressive array of innocence reforms under the innocence paradigm within only fifteen or twenty years makes innocence reform sustainability plausible. Most of the reforms concern the Innocence Project’s seven priority

\textsuperscript{16} Dwyer et al., supra note 11. The inductive method of Actual Innocence was not entirely new. It drew on a tradition of inductively deriving apparent causes of miscarriages of justice that in American literature went as far back as the 1930s. See Edwin M. Borchard, Convicting the Innocent: Errors of Criminal Justice (1932); see also Richard A. Leo, Rethinking the Study of Miscarriages of Justice: Developing a Criminology of Wrongful Conviction, 21 J. Contemporary Crim. Just. 201 (2005) (focusing on the history of miscarriages of justice, a critique of the distinct genres of the field, and providing suggestions for a more diverse and sophisticated system).

\textsuperscript{17} Several authors have explored the scope of the innocence paradigm, including somewhat different categories of causes, but always including the “canonical” items. See, e.g., Findley, supra note 11, at 147–71 (examining cases and remedies regarding eyewitness identification, false confessions, improving forensic sciences, neutralizing false jailhouse informants, and improving defense counsel); Jon B. Gould, The Innocence Commission: Preventing Wrongful Convictions and Restoring the Criminal Justice System 77–78 (2008) (listing “nine primary factors” of wrongful convictions, including inconsistent statements by defendants); Samuel R. Gross, Convicting the Innocent, 4 Ann. Rev. L. & Soc. Sci. 173, 186–87 (2008) (noting a “canonical list of factors” drawn mainly from murder and rape cases and noting those factors also appear in accurate convictions); Richard A. Leo & Jon B. Gould, Studying Wrongful Convictions: Learning from Social Science, 7 Ohio St. J. Crim. L. 7, 16–17 (2009) (stating that “causes” of wrongful conviction are legal constructs but are not meaningful in terms of scientific causation); Zalman, An Integrated Justice Model, supra note 10, at 1498 (noting the innocence paradigm was socially constructed). We address recent empirical research on factors correlated with wrongful convictions in Part V.

\textsuperscript{18} Leo, supra note 16, at 212–13; Leo & Gould, supra note 17, at 16.

\textsuperscript{19} See Innocence Project, supra note 6.
issues: eyewitness identification, false confessions, DNA testing, evidence preservation, forensic oversight, innocence commissions, and exoneree compensation. Other areas in which innocence reforms have been studied in depth and/or initiated include the death penalty; the use of jailhouse snitches and other confidential informants; the organization, funding, and practices of indigent defense; the response to prosecutorial misconduct and responsibility; and the role played—or not played—by governors and executive pardon authorities in correcting injustices.

Innocence reform scholarship focuses mainly on these issues. As an example, we briefly describe the research approach regarding policy responses to eyewitness misidentification. This may be the best studied and documented example for the good reason that eyewitness misidentification is first on almost every list of causes. The depth of study begins with the fact that eyewitness identification and its interaction with legal proof has been the subject of psychological speculation and research for more than a century. The Supreme Court weighed in on the subject in the 1960s in a valiant but failed effort to lessen error, and the Justice Department has fostered study and training on the issue. The last

20 Fix the System: Priority Issues, supra note 11.
21 Findley, supra note 11, at 147–48; Leo & Gould, supra note 17, at 212–13; Fix the System: Priority Issues, supra note 11.
23 For examples of these scholarly works, see BRIAN L. CUTLER & STEVEN D. PENROD, MISTaken IDENTIFICATION: THE Eyewitness, PSYCHOLOGY, AND THE LAW (1995); DOYLE, supra note 10; ELIZABETH F. LOFTUS, Eyewitness Testimony (1979); JAMES MARSHALL, LAW AND PSYCHOLOGY IN CONFLICT (2d ed. 1980); HUGO MÜNSTERBERG, ON THE WITNESS STAND: ESSAYS ON PSYCHOLOGY AND CRIME (1908); REFORM OF EYEWITNESS IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES, supra note 14.
24 See Foster v. California, 394 U.S. 440, 442 (1969) (stating that an unfair lineup violates due process); Simmons v. United States, 390 U.S. 377, 384 (1968) (stating that showing single photo of suspect during investigation does not violate due process unless impermissibly suggestive); Gilbert v. California, 388 U.S. 263, 272 (1967) (stating that counsel is required in state post-indictment lineups); United States v. Wade, 388 U.S. 218, 236–37 (1967) (same); Stovall v. Denno, 388 U.S. 293, 302 (1967) (stating that suggestive showup identification may be admissible if exigency prevents a formal lineup). Recent evidence indicates that state appellate courts are insensitive to misidentification claims. See Sandra Guerra Thompson, Wrongful Conviction Issues: Judicial Blindness to Eyewitness Misidentification, 93 MARQ. L. REV. 639, 641, 657–58 (2009) (reporting that not one of all ninety six appellate decisions published from April 8, 2008 through April 8, 2009 with credible claims of erroneous eyewitness identification were reversed on that ground).
effort resulted in a published set of guidelines (NIJ Guides) that stood out as officially-sanctioned directives for police agencies to follow. These combined efforts generated and incorporated a number of reform proposals, based on scientific psychological research, that appear to reduce or mitigate the possibility of erroneous identifications. These include warning witnesses that the perpetrator may or may not be in the lineup; selecting fillers based on verbal descriptions of witnesses rather than the suspect’s features; placing only one suspect in a lineup; conducting lineups in a double-blind and sequential (rather than simultaneous) manner; taking a “confidence statement” from a witness who makes an identification; and allowing expert testimony regarding eyewitness identification for the jury.26

As the acknowledged “leading cause” of wrongful conviction, eyewitness procedures have often been the first innocence reforms adopted by various jurisdictions.27 There is substantial evidence that proposed eyewitness reforms are beginning to take hold. As of 2011, ten states established advanced error-reducing eyewitness lineup procedures by statutes or statewide administrative regulations.28 Several state supreme courts have required broad ranging reforms as a matter of due process,29 although the United States Supreme Court declined to follow this path on a national level.30 A number of police departments in Massachusetts have, on their own initiative, adopted scientifically-based lineup procedures.31 A commercial publication on new eyewitness identification procedures, intended for practitioners and written by a group of academics, prosecutors, police, and consultants, is

28 Norris et al., supra note 27, at 1316–17. For detailed summaries of eyewitness policies in New Jersey, Wisconsin, and North Carolina, see POLICE EXEC. RESEARCH FORUM, A NATIONAL SURVEY OF EYEWITNESS IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURES IN LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES 24–26 (2013) [hereinafter PERF].
available as a practical source for police departments.\textsuperscript{32}

A highly informative national survey of police adoption of eyewitness reforms conducted by the Police Executive Research Forum (PERF) provides the best assessment of the effects of all these reform efforts as of 2011.\textsuperscript{33} The survey queried departments regarding the construction, administration, and training for photo and live lineups, showups, composites, and mugshot searches.\textsuperscript{34} Fewer than half of the agencies made any changes in identification procedures after 1999, when the NIJ Guides were published, and the changes that were made were mostly instituted in 2010 and 2011.\textsuperscript{35} The PERF report concluded that its survey showed "that law enforcement agencies for the most part have not implemented the full range of the 1999 NIJ guidelines."\textsuperscript{36} That is so, but a more positive evaluation is that thirty to forty percent of agencies made some changes along the lines recommended by the NIJ Guide. That, and the fact that the largest number of changes occurred in 2010 and 2011, are signs that the innocence reform agenda regarding eyewitness identification has taken hold and seems to be expanding. To forestall any belief that continuing advocacy is not essential for continuing reform, the interest in reform shown by courts, legislatures, attorneys-general, and police agencies themselves in advancing positions advocated by innocence organizations should be balanced by evidence that reform is limited, partial, and spotty.

\textsuperscript{32} See \textit{Adapting to New Eyewitness Identification Procedures: Leading Experts on Challenging Traditional Processes and Integrating New Techniques} (Nancy K. Steblay et al. eds., 2010).

\textsuperscript{33} See PERF, supra note 28. The study included a mail survey of 619 randomly selected state and local police departments and sheriffs' departments and in-depth telephone interviews with thirty agencies. \textit{Id}. at 29–30. The agencies were distributed in all regions of the nation and were drawn from departments of differing size. \textit{Id}. The sampling procedures offer support for the conclusion that PERF's findings are representative of police agencies throughout the country. \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{34} See \textit{id}. at 47–48. The most prevalent identification method was photo lineup, at 94.1 percent, followed by showup, at 61.8 percent. \textit{Id}. at 48.

\textsuperscript{35} \textit{Id}. at 68–70. That was followed by 2005 as the next year in which changes were common. \textit{Id}. at 69. The percentage of all agencies that made changes differed by procedure: live lineup instructions at 39.6 percent; use of computer for photo lineups at 39.3 percent; blind photo lineup administration at 38.6 percent; sequential photo lineup administration at 37.4 percent; photo lineup instructions at 33.9 percent; number of live lineup fillers at 31.3 percent; procedures for selecting fillers at 30.9 percent; showup instructions at 29.2 percent; blind lineup administration at 27.1 percent; sequential live lineup administration at 20.0 percent; number of photo lineup fillers at 17.3 percent; and other at 6.9 percent. \textit{Id}. at 68–69.

\textsuperscript{36} \textit{Id}. at 90. For additional evidence of law enforcement laxity in adopting eyewitness reforms drawn for a one-year universe of appellate court decisions, see Thompson, \textit{supra} note 24, at 641.
This brief review of progress toward eyewitness identification reform is an example of the “causes and cure” medical model of innocence reform. It is valuable for demonstrating the ability of the contemporary criminal justice system to respond to scientifically-based research and to strive for greater professionalism. In the area of eyewitness identification reform, the innocence movement has displayed measured success. Research and evaluation ought to continue along these lines. Nevertheless, as we argue in the following sections, other avenues of research and speculation will enhance understanding of and action toward innocence reform. We stress that the inductively created innocence paradigm is not wrong; rather, we attempt to show that it is incomplete, somewhat misleading, and that an expanded vision of innocence reform will advance the movement’s goals.

III. POLITICS AND PUBLIC POLICY

The axiom that policy making is purposive activity that necessarily involves politics was extended to innocence policies in the Integrated Justice Model (IJM), which was constructed to “examine[] the policy landscape of the innocence movement.” In the IJM, policy making is centrally located in a “polity/policy domain,” surrounded by four justice-system “domains” (adversary, law enforcement, psychology, and science) that are relevant to assessing wrongful conviction policies. Politics in the American polity occurs in a multi-tiered system of complex formal and informal rules and is populated by competing persons and entities.
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37 PERF, supra note 28, at 93–96 (encouraging the continuation of field evaluations, as well as research on factors that led to wrongful identifications and on police-prosecutor interaction to reduce the number of culprit-absent lineups).

38 A concern about the innocence paradigm is that it reflects the first DNA exonerations, mostly murder and rape cases, and that future correlates of wrongful convictions will be drawn from more varied cases and will consequently produce different sets of causes in different proportions. See, e.g., THE NAT’L REGISTRY OF EXONERATIONS, supra note 1 (featuring examples of exonerated individuals that are varied in the causes of exoneration). Another concern is that factors identified as “causes” are not causes as the term is used in the sciences. Using terms redolent of medical science can be misleading. While the Innocence Project provides a coherent framework for understanding and action, it can also become limiting if it places innocence reform into an intellectual straightjacket.

39 A social science policy-making analytic model is at the core of the public policy discipline and is an important component of political science. See, e.g., JOHN W. KINGDON, AGENDAS, ALTERNATIVES, AND PUBLIC POLICIES 18–19, 156–57 (1984). Much legal scholarship involves policy advocacy, relying mostly on legal analytic tools rather than social science methodology.

40 Zalman, An Integrated Justice Model, supra note 10, at 1467.

41 Id. at 1520.

42 Politics is defined simply as the contest for power and influence among persons and
Political activity involves party contests for legislative seats, executive branch offices, courts, and positions on policy boards and public institutions. From positions of power, government policy makers work with allied interests in society to generate favorable policies and guide the myriad processes of governance.

Virtually all public policy, including criminal justice policy, is made through this complex political process that meshes work by interest groups and public policy makers. As a consequence, innocence policy advocates have become involved at all levels in politics and policy making: legislative politics (federal, state, local), strategic litigation, working with political parties, shaping organs of influence like the news media and public opinion, working with civil society institutions that influence political, social, and policy action, and finding the funds to fuel this activity. Innocence policy advocates advance specific reforms within superordinate concepts of government (e.g., democratic theory, constitutionalism, federalism) that shape the direction of policy activity. While policy activity and legal practice differ, the lawyers who dominate the small innocence movement are quick to understand the legal ground rules of policy making. They have utilized their lawyers’ skills of fact-inquiry, legal analysis, negotiation, and structured confrontation to the tasks of bill-drafting, policy advocacy (e.g., on forensic science commissions and bar association committees, before legislative committees), legislative lobbying, and, of course, writing amicus curiae briefs to promote innocence reform.

Nevertheless, innocence scholarship has generally focused more on the substantive content of policies (e.g., the “causes and cures” paradigm) and less on the process by which public policy actually advances. We argue that analyzing the process of innocence policy-making provides a better understanding of the movement and might be of some use to advocates. Applying the established
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groups. Primary political actors include government officials at all levels (federal, state, local) and in all branches (chief executives, legislatures, appellate courts/bureaucracies), leaders in political parties, significant civil society institutions including innocence projects, the news and the arts/entertainment media, especially documentarians and writers (fiction and non-fiction) who influence the public, the educational and research sector, and business and commerce. Individuals who do not directly participate in political action have some influence through campaign contributions, voting, and expressions of public opinion. Zalman, An Integrated Justice Model, supra note 10, at 1521.


44 See, e.g., Marvin Zalman & Nancy E. Marion, The Public Policy Process and Innocence Reform, in MAKING JUSTICE, supra note 13, at 24.
public policy process model, Zalman and Marion observed that innocence policy entrepreneurs operate within a system of “accommodative formalism” that requires policy actors to bargain with opposing figures within the formal structures of legislative statute-making and policy-oriented litigation. This means that while policy advocacy is in theory open to all, preference goes to actors who are in favored positions. Privilege can stem both from the funding to engage in lobbying as well as a number of non-material sources (e.g., widespread public support, correlation of views between power holders and advocates). Policy making is inevitably constrained by limited knowledge, a condition known as bounded rationality, which leads to reliance on stereotypes and heuristics in policy making.

Policy analysts have observed that policy making, including within the criminal justice system, goes through a series of steps. We believe that seeing how these steps have applied to the innocence movement provides a better understanding of how its policy work has evolved. The first phase of policy development is problem identification. A problem in public policy analysis is an issue that is recognized by a significant number or group of people (an aggregate) as one that deserves a governmental response. A significant aggregate may be the entire country (after the 9/11 terror attack), large masses of people (millions participating in the first Earth Day), or a small but powerful group that can use money and influence to gain access to policy makers (e.g., a well-funded business lobby). Prior to DNA exonerations in the early 1990s, wrongful convictions were recognized, if at all, as isolated, rare, and inevitable failings that required no organized response. The innocence movement aggregate in the 1990s (and today) consisted mostly of a few hundred lawyers and law professors who saw the issue as more profound, systemic, and widespread, and thus worthy of government response. The rapid expansion of innocence

45 Id. at 25.
46 CHARLES O. JONES, AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF PUBLIC POLICY 35–36 (3rd ed. 1984); see also MARIA BEVACQUA, RAPE ON THE PUBLIC AGENDA: FEMINISM AND THE POLITICS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 138 (2000); MARION & OLIVER, supra note 43, at 287. In this section, we follow and expand on Zalman and Marion’s application of Charles Jones’s eleven-step analysis of policy making: problem identification, aggregation, organization, representation, agenda setting, formulation, legitimation, budgeting, implementation, evaluation, and modification/termination.
projects from about three or four in the late 1990s to about fifty by 2010 indicates the significant creation of an innocence policy aggregate.49 The innocence projects quickly engaged in the next step—organization—not only in the very act of forming innocence projects, but also by the further development of at least two of the law-school clinical program-type innocence projects into substantial non-profit advocacy organizations, and by these organizations coalescing into the Innocence Network, with more than fifty innocence projects.50

The success of an organized policy group in implementing favorable policies depends heavily on representation. This means that individuals in positions of power (e.g., legislators) adopt the goals of the policy as represented by organized groups. Normally, power-holders come to represent the issues only after a policy issue builds up and aggregates have formed organizations to advocate for policies. An example of this in the innocence movement is that once the issue of actual innocence took hold by 2000, Senator Patrick Leahy became the leading advocate for the Innocence Protection Act and shepherded it through a five year process before its enactment.51 However, in the case of innocence policy, there was at least one power-holder who championed the issue early on before aggregates and organizations concerned with actual innocence had really formed—Attorney General Janet Reno.52 Attuned to the issue from earlier experiences as a local prosecutor, her action and concern helped to catalyze the issue and provided a platform for the new directors of the Innocence Project to advance their ideas about wrongful convictions; their ideas would soon expand into the innocence paradigm.53

Agenda setting, the next step, is a critical and well-studied matter in public policy analysis.54 When an issue is perceived as a public problem among a sufficiently broad or influential part of the public, it is said to be on the public agenda, meaning that it is taken

49 Id. at 1498–99.
50 Id. The details of these organizations can be seen on their web sites. See Bluhm Legal Clinic: Center on Wrongful Convictions, supra note 7; INNOCENCE PROJECT, supra note 6; THE INNOCENCE NETWORK, supra note 8.
53 Id. at 1482–83, 1487–88; Neufeld & Scheck, supra note 10, at xxx–xxxii; Janet Reno, Message from the Attorney General, in CONNORS ET AL., supra note 10, at iii–iv; see also DWYER ET AL., supra note 11, at xv.
54 See generally KINGDON, supra note 39, at 3–5 (discussing the role of agenda setting in public policy making).
seriously as a fitting matter for government action. The issue will then move to the policy agenda when it is taken up by policymakers as a fitting subject for legislation or administrative ideas. Agenda setting is intertwined with the next step of policy formulation. Typically, there are a variety of ideas about how to address a public problem and competing groups or individuals on the “same side” may clash over approaches. How a policy is formulated will shape its eventual legitimation and implementation. There are typically many sources of input into policy formulation: academicians, think tanks, interested organizations, and people from within the government. The development of innocence policies related to eyewitness identification, the examination of child witnesses, and interrogation, for example, relied heavily on the studies and policy prescriptions of psychologists,\textsuperscript{55} while forensic and other scientists have influenced policy prescriptions in their fields.\textsuperscript{56} Innocence policy formulation in these areas was heavily influenced by the innocence paradigm that was canonized in *Actual Innocence*, and most people who think about innocence policy think in terms of the innocence paradigm. Its power is that it reduces the complexity of criminal justice issues so that policy actors can understand avenues of action without becoming so bogged down in details as to stymie reform efforts.

The next step, legitimation, is the creation of official policies such as favorable legislation, court rulings, or administrative actions. Legitimation typically involves a choice by policy makers among different avenues that were proposed by policy formulators to deal with a problem. Legislation is a prime form of legitimation, and it should be apparent to anyone familiar with the political process that legislation inevitably involves partisan maneuvering and calculation, lobbying, and compromise, elements that many view as unsavory. This, however, is the price of a democratic process that allows input from all involved in policies, and as a result it is inevitable that a final piece of legislation will be seen by some proponents as “watered down.” A key example was the history of how the initial version of the Innocence Protection Act of 2004 was watered down in several ways, by dropping provisions that DNA testing be considered a due process right, strong habeas corpus

\textsuperscript{55} See Leo, *supra* note 16, at 208–10; Wells et al., *supra* note 26, at 603.

protections for prisoners, and a requirement that state capital case counsel had to meet federal standards. High standards for capital case lawyers were replaced with training grants for defense and prosecution lawyers. Legitimation extends beyond legislation to the formulation of all policies, including appellate court rulings and administrative agency regulations.

Legitimation typically must be supported with funds and resources to have an effect. The budgeting step is obviously critical, and may extend beyond Congressional appropriations. A telling example was the Justice Department’s action from 2004 to 2009 that prevented the expenditure of federal funds for state DNA testing of inmates under the Innocence Protection Act. Of course, some policies need no funding to be effective. A state supreme court ruling that allows a defense request for a jury instruction if the prosecution seeks to introduce a confession produced by a non-recorded interrogation is not dependent on any funding.

Once legitimated and funded, a policy is then implemented. A number of innocence policies have gone through the implementation phase and are becoming part of the criminal justice landscape, although as discussed in Part II, current knowledge about the extent of perhaps the most popular, eyewitness reform, suggests that the process has a long way to go before it can be said that error-reducing eyewitness policies are the norm in American law enforcement. Innocence policy implementation is particularly complex because wrongful convictions stem from every sub-process in the criminal justice system.

Once policies are in place, two other major steps in the policy process remain: evaluation and adjustment or termination. In a democracy, evaluation involves executive-branch supervision and auditing, legislative oversight, judicial control, and even investigative journalism. Some of these reviews are concerned with “waste and fraud” but most are concerned with whether programs are delivering the services or outcomes envisioned by the legitimated and implemented policies. Policy specialists advocate that social scientific methods be applied to conduct systematic policy analyses and reviews of program effectiveness. Given the
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recentness of innocence reforms, few systematic program reviews appear to exist. Laboratory accreditation and proficiency testing and certification of scientists and specialists in the forensic sciences are the kinds of ongoing program reviews that should be emulated by new innocence reforms. Such effectiveness reviews are not new in the forensic sciences, but their overall quality has been questioned by the National Academy of Sciences in relation to innocence issues.\footnote{See NAS REPORT, supra note 56, at 214. A helpful lawyers’ review of interrogation videotaping asserts general levels of satisfaction without measurement, but does include an appendix that lists police departments that have adopted videotaping interrogations. Thomas P. Sullivan & Andrew W. Vail, Recent Developments: The Consequences of Law Enforcement Officials’ Failure to Record Custodial Interviews as Required by Law, 99 J. CRIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 215, 228 (2009).} Finally, the innocence movement is in its early stages and so program termination has not been widely observed, but program adjustment has been observed as to state exoneree compensation legislation.\footnote{Robert J. Norris, Exoneree Compensation: Current Policies and Future Outlook, in MAKING JUSTICE, supra note 13, at 294–95.}

A close look at the “steps” analysis of the policy process reveals that while the process may appear rational and systematic, in actuality it is often highly political, fraught with compromise and dealing, and deeply imbedded in social and cultural realities. The political “messiness” of innocence reform was described in Christine Mumma’s insider account of how the well-regarded North Carolina Innocence Inquiry Commission came into being.\footnote{See Christine C. Mumma, The North Carolina Innocence Inquiry Commission: Catching Cases that Fall Through the Cracks, in MAKING JUSTICE, supra note 13, at 250–60. Although it goes unmentioned in her essay, Ms. Mumma’s skillful public and behind the scenes efforts have been critical to shaping North Carolina’s advances in wrongful conviction policies.} The story involved the personal leadership of state Chief Justice I. Beverly Lake who was deeply concerned about wrongful convictions; the formation of a politically balanced, ongoing “blue ribbon commission” (the North Carolina Actual Innocence Commission or the “AIC”) which successfully advocated eyewitness reform training standards; and the AIC’s decision to focus on the inadequacy of the post-conviction review process for innocence claims, driven in part by a desire to relieve overburdened appellate courts. The AIC tackled the issue by bringing in executives of England and Wales’ Criminal Cases Review Commission, agreeing in principle to the idea of a review commission, and then setting to the arduous and drawn out process of ironing out the many issues involved in creating a novel quasi-legal investigatory institution. The process of study, discussion, argumentation, and bargaining, described by
Mumma as one of discord and consensus, lasted for a year. Nevertheless, a commission model was eventually developed and passed despite the opposition of a third of AIC members, and was presented to the legislature. Instead of accepting the carefully crafted conclusion “from a commission of experienced, intelligent, and respected stakeholders” the legislature picked the proposal apart. A House Bill with many changes passed in 2005, but was stuck in the State Senate. Among the reasons for delay was party animus against Chief Justice Lake for a redistricting opinion that harmed the Democratic Party’s political prospects. Delay pushed passage of the Innocence Inquiry Commission beyond Lake’s mandatory retirement so as not to enhance his legacy.

Another account of three innocence reforms passed in the 2000s also describes politics behind the reforms. First, in Illinois a series of legislative reforms were sparked by the unexpected and almost unique action of outgoing Governor George Ryan, who placed a moratorium on executions and set up a high-visibility and high-quality commission which recommended a range of excellent reforms. Yet, in the scrim of legislative politics, not all were passed and few that were enacted extended to non-capital offenses. Next, the hard-fought politics leading to the federal Innocence Protection Act of 2004 raised strenuous prosecution resistance to a proposal for effective defense counsel in capital cases, was drawn out over five years, involved a good deal of political theater, was signed by the President for apparently partisan purposes, and its implementation was effectively frustrated by the Justice Department throughout the Bush administration. Finally, the politics behind a set of Ohio reforms were refreshingly bi-partisan, well informed, and actively engaged the Ohio Innocence Project. Yet, a close look at the actual Ohio legislation showed that while it was extolled to the sky by politicians as the greatest crime legislation in a century, it simply enacted relatively non-controversial programs that had been widely adopted elsewhere.

On the basis of these largely descriptive works, as well as our analysis of the steps of the policy process, it is easy to predict that
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all innocence reforms will involve strenuous political effort, will often be met with opposition by entrenched law enforcement and prosecution agencies, will require funding to support reform campaigns, and will likely involve compromise. Logically, actual innocence should be politically neutral, but as it gains much of its strength from the defense bar, vigorously supports increased defense resources, has often opposed the death penalty and the like, it will continue to garner some opposition from prosecutors and police. And, although it seems stunning that some notable innocence reforms have been adopted in conservative or “law and order” states, a closer look should raise cautions. Thus, when Texas adopted the most-generous-in-the-nation Tim Cole Act for exoneree compensation, it simultaneously stymied a number of other laws designed to curb wrongful convictions. And North Carolina has recently repealed its four-year experiment with the Racial Justice Act, designed to eliminate racial bias in the application of the death penalty. Nevertheless, despite real challenges, the innocence movement seems better situated than before to effectively engage with the policy realm. In particular, the increased sophistication of innocence movement activism in the public policy arena can be seen in two trends discussed in the next two sections, namely the creation of a public policy department by the Innocence Project and the establishment of a policy network within the Innocence Network, and increased social science research that attempts to understand innocence policy.

Media coverage is politically essential to advance reformist policy agendas. As traditional media and other avenues of publicity and persuasion decline or shift, it will be increasingly crucial that innocence advocates pay attention to how they frame the problem and set an agenda. Criminal justice is a social enterprise heavily
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dependent on media sources and operations for its perception of and reception by American society. This is known by justice system officials, whether elected or appointed, who must pay attention to press relations. The Innocence Project, the Center on Wrongful Conviction and other well-resourced innocence organizations have astutely used publicity as a key component in advancing reform. In fact, despite many decades as a reactionary force, more interested in publishing stories about guilty criminals than about innocence, the mainstream media became the herald of the innocence movement during the 1990s and early 2000s.75

However, Rob Warden, a veteran journalist and director of the Center on Wrongful Conviction, predicts that the pendulum may be slowly swinging back with the decline in traditional media and investigative reporting.76 This trend, and the increasingly “common place” nature of exonerations, means that key avenues to innocence-related publicity may decline. This can be bad news for the prospect of innocence reform, which has relied so heavily on coverage of exonerations to garner interest and support. However, there are possible new strategies that will sustain the public’s commitment to criminal justice reform, such as work by non-profit investigative organizations that have begun to delve into justice issues—ProPublica,77 the Better Government Association,78 the Texas Tribune,79 the Voice of San Diego,80 the Bay Citizen,81 and the Center for Public Integrity.82 It is too early to tell whether these
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media outlets will be as successful as traditional sources of news in spreading support for reform, but it is certain that to sustain the innocence movement, advocates can no longer simply assume or rely upon normal media outlets.

In sum, it may seem axiomatic that innocence advocates need to think in policy and political terms for innocence policy reform to become self-sustaining. There is anecdotal evidence that many lawyers who first came into innocence projects were uncomfortable with legislative lobbying and the compromises that such work involves. The Innocence Project’s policy office, however, has provided assistance to local innocence projects and with the expansion of the Innocence Network’s activity, policy making is becoming an established feature of the innocence movement.83 Through an understanding that the innocence movement advances a reliability model,84 and a realization that the moralistic rhetoric of exoneration stories need to be tempered with the more complex stories and realities of political calculation and compromise,85 innocence advocates have and will continue to participate in the real world of political action where bargaining and actual cost-benefit analyses are involved in the progress of a reform program.86

IV. INNOCENCE INSTITUTIONS AND INNOCENCE REFORM

The American innocence movement originated in the 1990s, largely through Peter Neufeld and Barry Scheck establishing the Innocence Project and making policy reform as essential a task as
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86 See Ronald J. Allen & Larry Laudan, Deadly Dilemmas, 41 TEX. TECH L. REV. 65, 79–80 (2008). Allen and Laudan apply a quantitative cost-benefit analysis based on the “Blackstone ratio” (better ten guilty go free than one innocent convicted) to demonstrate that pro-innocence action will result in more serious crime. Id. Their conclusions do not adequately account for the fact that most criminals escape justice because of policing inadequacies, and rest on the unrealistic assumption that courts apply the Blackstone ratio as a decision tool. See D. Michael Risinger, Tragic Consequences of Deadly Dilemmas: A Response to Allen and Laudan, 40 SETON HALL L. REV. 991, 999 (2010).
exonerating the wrongfully convicted. At that time very few criminal justice organizations were actively concerned with wrongful conviction as a policy issue, with the notable exception of Attorney General Janet Reno who played a major role in placing wrongful conviction on the policy agenda. As the movement picked up speed in the 2000s, criminal justice agencies began to adopt innocence reforms, sometimes under external pressure, but often out of a desire to become more professional and adopt best practices. As the innocence movement has matured, so have the roles of its institutions. Their changing nature and functions are set to have a profound impact on the prospects for continuing reform.

Innocence Projects are the chief institutions of the innocence movement. Beginning with the Innocence Project started in 1992 at Cardozo Law School in New York, and Northwestern University Law School’s Center on Wrongful Conviction, which was formed in 1998, the number of such projects has increased in recent years to more than fifty, and the projects have coalesced under the umbrella Innocence Network. Alongside the innocence projects that are mainly responsible for exonerating wrongfully convicted prisoners and advocating reforms, other innocence institutions have either been created or conceived. A most heartening trend is that exonerees are engaging in innocence related activities, with several innocence organizations established or operated substantially by exonerees. A prominent example is Witness to Innocence (WTI), as described by death row exoneree Ronald Keine. WTI was the brainchild of Sister Helen Prejean, a leading voice in the movement to abolish capital punishment. It is a non-profit corporation whose members are death row exonerees. Its primary function is to
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amplify the message that some innocent prisoners will be sentenced to death and will probably be, if they have not already been, executed. Academics may be convinced by statistical proof that in the last few decades innocent people have been put to death, but for most people, including politicians, being addressed by an innocent person who survived death row creates an indelible impression. WTI members speak on arranged tours in death penalty states, often at churches and colleges. They have been pressed into service to convince wavering legislators that executing the innocent is a present reality in states moving to abolish capital punishment. WTI also acts as a support group for the very exclusive club of death penalty exonerees, who suffer from the same problems that beset the larger number of exonerees who have “only” been imprisoned.

Other examples of exoneree-created organizations include the Jeffrey Deskovic Foundation for Justice, the Darryl Hunt Project for Freedom and Justice, and New Orleans exoneree John Thomas’s Resurrection after Exoneration, which work to exonerate the innocent, expand knowledge about wrongful convictions, and provide support for exonerees. Exonerees may work with innocence projects, like Kenneth Wyniemko who serves on the board of the Cooley Innocence Project in Michigan, and Julie Rea who established a website and organized the first conference on
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women exonerees,\textsuperscript{104} while others, like Gloria Killian, work to help exonerees and others victimized by the justice system through other types of organizations.\textsuperscript{105} The fact that Witness to Innocence recently officially joined the Innocence Network\textsuperscript{106} points to a growing sense of cohesion and inclusivity within the movement. By restoring the voices of those society once discarded, such exoneree organizations and activities are helping to make innocence work a sustainable part of the adjudication system and society at large.

The increased organizational and functional sophistication of the Innocence Network and its member institutions suggest that these institutions are well situated to continue and even expand reform efforts. Perhaps the most important step in this direction has been the expansion of innocence projects and the Innocence Network’s policy work. The Innocence Project in New York currently has a twelve-person policy department and a policy director who often assists other innocence projects with their state-level reform efforts.\textsuperscript{107} In addition, the Innocence Network recently created an Innocence Policy Network, which is made up of point persons from the local innocence projects who come together through conferences and other venues to discuss, coordinate, and support policy reform efforts.\textsuperscript{108} The increased ability to amplify its message to key political decision-makers and instrumental organizations such as
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the American Bar Association and state forensic science commissions are indicators the innocence projects and the Innocence Network are becoming more able to effect real change.

At the same time, the candid insider views of Keith Findley and Larry Golden alert us to real challenges confronting innocence organizations, especially their financial sustainability.\(^\text{109}\) In hard economic times, it is not possible to look on this challenge with equanimity. In addition, innocence projects and the Innocence Network struggle with organizational concerns. Given the fragmentation and complexity of the American criminal justice system, a considerable number of reforms must be addressed at state and local levels. This means that local innocence projects cannot simply rely on a sophisticated policy office at the Innocence Project in New York, but must provide their own insights, research, networking, and follow-up in order to enact successful reform. Thus, while the prospects for future reforms that are initiated by innocence organizations seem bright, they are not a given.\(^\text{110}\)

Contemplating the sustained success of these innocence projects opens up another question—namely, whether innocence organizations are an essential component of a properly functioning criminal justice system.\(^\text{111}\) One may argue that these institutions are a sign of a broken system and that they are only necessary until the criminal justice itself can take over the role of exonerating innocent individuals.\(^\text{112}\) An alternate view is that innocence organizations have established new modes of justice system thinking that will become their stock-in-trade, and that innocence organizations should evolve into a permanent part of a healthy criminal justice system.\(^\text{113}\)

Aside from the possibility that innocence projects could become regular fixtures of the criminal justice system, until recently, formal government institutions dedicated to actual innocence concerns, either as entirely new programs or enhanced traditional institutions, were non-existent.\(^\text{114}\) Formal government
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organizations dedicated to preventing or compensating the wrongfully convicted are arguably the most robust means of sustaining innocence-oriented adjudication system reform.115 Only recently have a few such programs emerged; it remains to be seen whether such institutions will take hold within criminal justice and assume greater roles in dealing with the problems of wrongful conviction.116

An important example of a new innocence institution within the system is the conviction integrity unit (CIU), which has been established in some prosecutors’ offices.117 These units focus on both front-end reforms to prevent wrongful convictions, such as open-file discovery and the use of best practices checklists, and back-end reforms that provide avenues of relief for people who have been wrongfully convicted.118 Their success has been mixed. On the one hand, in addition to exonerating several prisoners, the units have been responsible for some important reforms and have helped to make questions of innocence more “mainstream” or legitimate. On the other hand, it is unclear to what extent these units can remain objective, given that they are housed in the very department that they are asked to critique.119 Furthermore, to date there are only a handful of such units in existence (primarily in Dallas, New York, and Santa Clara counties, all at least relatively large jurisdictions), so it is unclear to what extent CIUs will become a common, permanent fixture in the American criminal justice system.120 And even if they are created, there remains the possibility that some will have been established as defensive moves under the glare of negative publicity or as the result of consent decrees and without the full support of the chief prosecutors.121

argue that, in theory at least, courts that assessed actual innocence claims are formal institutions concerned with wrongful conviction. Even so, these programs were virtually invisible.116
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Although a CIU was established in Cook County, Illinois, a tone-deaf national appearance on CBS’ 60 Minutes by Cook County State’s Attorney Anita Alvarez suggests a lack of commitment to the unit. Peter Neufeld, Alvarez Lacks Insight into Wrongful Convictions, CHI. TRIB., Dec. 21, 2012, at C-37 (reporting that Alvarez neither acknowledged
All wrongful convictions are formally the products of courts, even if the errors leading to miscarriages of justice can be attributed to problems with the functioning of police, forensic scientists, defense lawyers, or prosecutors. Evaluations of the judicial process, including plea-bargaining, trials, and appeals, demonstrate weaknesses in screening out errors generated by other actors. Despite this, because of its constitutional foundation and institutional conservatism, the judiciary has made few substantial institutional changes as a result of the innocence movement, with the notable exception of the North Carolina Innocence Inquiry Commission (IIC). The IIC, a quasi-inquisitorial process to review claims of actual innocence, is a truly radical departure for the criminal justice system, going against the grain of the deeply held notions of how courts should function in the American adversarial system. Indeed, despite its success in North Carolina, the politics of its creation, as described by Christine Mumma, suggests difficulties in transferring the concept to other states. Despite the current lack of institutional change in the judicial process, a few scholars have proposed new ways to modify current adjudication practices to increase verdict accuracy.

Aside from an old and rich line of legal research comparing the adversary and inquisitorial systems, recent awareness of wrongful convictions has stimulated attempts to rethink how defendants are and ought to be adjudicated. In this vein, Samuel

the innocence of, nor apologized to, certain exonerees). Nevertheless, there is some evidence that the unit is operating. See Steve Mills, Inmate Penned Ticket to Freedom, CHI. TRIB., Aug. 31, 2012, at C-10 (“Alvarez said that more than 100 cases had been forwarded to the Conviction Integrity Unit since she formed it this year.”).
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Gross makes a powerful argument for the introduction of the new “investigative trial” between plea negotiations and full trials.\(^{127}\) Though merely a thought experiment, the idea of injecting inquisitorial procedures into a professedly adversarial system and re-conceiving the role of the judge has substantial potential for making the criminal justice system more reliable from within. The proposal would begin with a professedly innocent defendant waiving a jury trial as well as certain rights that normally mask facts from the prosecution in the war-mimicking adversarial process. In return, the defendant gains not only a more truth-observing initial trial with unlimited discovery and an episodic rather than compact process, but the right to retrial if the process uncovers a substantial doubt of innocence but results in a guilty verdict. To make the proposed system work, Gross attended to the sentencing incentives that drive plea bargaining by proposing, in general terms, that a “trial penalty” less onerous than that imposed on defendants found guilty at full trials be imposed on defendants found guilty after an investigative trial, with the ability of the defendant to drop out during the intermediate process and plead guilty.\(^{128}\)

Gross astutely raised the issue of the legal culture of judges and litigators, whose resistance to change may make the thought experiment remain just that.\(^{129}\) Any serious attempt to tinker with procedures that are more truth-seeking than the present adversary system will have to consider the professional postures that are instilled in the intense crucible of law school education and are part of our national culture. For example, Gross suggests that when investigative trials generate clear evidence of innocence, prosecutors will likely dismiss the cases rather than proceeding to trial.\(^{130}\) Perhaps, but we think that this would require a substantial shift in attitude among many prosecutors, who seek guilty pleas as a quid pro quo for the release of prisoners whose innocence is not really in doubt, or who force prisoners with convincing evidence of innocence to undergo a second trial.\(^{131}\) Gross acknowledged that
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acceptance of the investigative trial could “drive out other criminal trials”—a threat to the very essence of the adversary trial is hardly likely to be welcomed with open arms by the legal system.132

Will such ideas ever be translated into structural change in the courts? As Gross recognized, the barriers to this type of reform are substantial, and in many ways, they echo the difficulties introduced with the creation of North Carolina’s Innocence Inquiry Commission. As is so often the case, the devil is in the details, and these details would have to be hammered out in a long, laborious process that would involve partisan politics, funding concerns, and bureaucratic inertia. In addition, the challenge of rethinking the role of the American judge is formidable and might involve herculean tasks like reforming legal education. Currently, therefore, proposals such as Gross’s will likely remain purely intellectual exercises.

In sum, it appears that some existing criminal justice institutions have taken on new roles as a result of the innocence movement, but that generally the adversary system has been resistant to major structural changes. It would seem that at this stage of the innocence movement, much of the leadership for reform will continue to be located in new, independent institutions like the innocence projects and the Innocence Network, while institutions within the criminal justice system itself are gradually acclimating themselves to a more substantial role. The question of whether innocence projects are or will become a necessary part of our adjudication structure remains unanswered.

V. INNOCENCE REFORM RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY

Because reform programs often rest on underlying ideas generated by research and scholarship, concerns about the effectiveness and sustainability of innocence reform must also be concerned with the kinds of research relied upon. The American Park Five and presenting detailed findings to the court. See Sarah Burns, THE CENTRAL PARK FIVE: A CHRONICLE OF A CITY WILDING 194–95 (2011). A prominent guilty plea extorted from prisoners for whom the evidence of innocence was more than substantial occurred in regard to the “West Memphis Three”—Damien Echols, Jason Baldwin, and Jessie Misskelley Jr. See Campbell Robertson, Rare Deal Frees 3 in ’93 Arkansas Child Killings, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 20, 2011, at A1. A shaken baby case in which a prisoner was forced to undergo a second trial involved Julie Baumer. See Emily Bazelon, Shaken-Baby Syndrome Faces New Questions in Court, N.Y. TIMES MAG., Feb. 6, 2011, at 46–47; Jameson Cook, New Trial in Baby Abuse, MACOMB DAILY (Nov. 27, 2009), http://www.macombdaily.com/article/20091127/NEWS/311279986/new-trial-in-baby-abuse.

innocence movement owes a great deal to the scientific research and technology that led to DNA profiling and eyewitness identification reforms. "Most wrongful conviction research and writing has taken a subject-matter approach to innocence reform. That is, journalists, legal scholars, and other advocates have relied heavily on narratives to illuminate individual causes of wrongful conviction (e.g., false confessions and eyewitness misidentification), and then sought a “solution” to that cause. This approach leads to technological fixes (e.g., videotaping interrogations, which may be effective to a point), but such solutions are often limited without an understanding of the greater structural, cultural, or environmental factors at work in the criminal justice system and society.

Innocence scholarship has been gradually expanding to advance beyond the kinds of descriptive causal research that has supported the “causes and cure” innocence paradigm. New research methodologies and novel scholarship addresses concerns about the limits of the innocence paradigm and advances more comprehensive views of reform, for example, by re-conceiving wrongful convictions as organizational accidents, focusing on process rather than static causes, and explicitly addressing the role of culture.

In this vein, a curious aspect of innocence scholarship has been the paucity of involvement by criminologists and criminal justice scholars, with some exceptions. One would think that more criminologists would have engaged this significant policy issue, utilizing their applied sociological methodologies. This lack of involvement may be explained by the investment of social scientists in their set areas of research, the difficulty of obtaining quantitative data related to wrongful convictions, the lower status of non-quantitative research, the lack of interest and general ignorance of criminal justice scholars about legal issues, and the relatively small number of criminal justice scholars.
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involvement is beginning to change as a few criminal justice scholars have begun writing about wrongful convictions, as have a few doctoral students. We now perceive a flowering of social scientific exploration of wrongful conviction issues, including the reliability of expert testimony, jury and judge decision-making, and the potential effects of an adversarial versus inquisitorial setting on adjudication.

Empirical studies can make their greatest contribution in assessing whether and to what degree supposed "causes" of wrongful conviction are shown to affect miscarriages of justice, that is, to measure the relationship between likely causal variables and wrongful convictions. Yet, to the best of our knowledge, only five studies have addressed this central question, and because they have varied considerably in their approaches, the resulting knowledge is relatively thin. One study compared DNA exonerations and a matched set of non-exoneration cases to examine how the appellate process failed to screen wrongful convictions. Three studies focused on statistically predicting death row exonerations, two by comparing exonerees to executed prisoners, and one by explaining investigation and the adjudication process was of more interest to criminal justice scholars in the early days of the new discipline in the 1970s.
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why putatively innocent prisoners were executed by comparing them to death row exonerees.\(^{144}\)

We focus on the most recent empirical study into the causes of wrongful convictions, by Jon Gould and associates, a national study of serious felony cases (not just death penalty cases) designed to statistically predict which initial justice system errors led to later exonerated wrongful convictions, and which resulted in release or acquittal after indictment (i.e., “near misses”).\(^{145}\) The research design of this study allowed the researchers to break out of the mold of focusing on each type of error as a static cause of wrongful conviction and instead consider the process that allows one case to diverge from another.\(^{146}\) A consideration of why negative factors found in wrongful convictions are not complete causes begins with the knowledge that some of the static “causes” of wrongful conviction, such as false confessions or the use of informants, do not always result in a conviction.\(^{147}\) Gould et al. then discussed the question of what happened subsequent to the initial error that allowed it to go undetected or confounded in some cases, but was uncovered and corrected in others.

Their conclusion is a multi-faceted model that enunciates how factors such as a weak defense, young defendant, and withholding of exculpatory evidence can confound initial errors in identification or interrogation.\(^{148}\) Gould et al. found that although wrongful convictions and near misses started in similar ways, certain mitigating factors statistically predicted why some cases heading toward wrongful convictions diverged to near misses in the adjudication process.\(^{149}\) Some of the causal factors are
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\(^{146}\) Jon B. Gould et al., Innocent Defendants: Divergent Case Outcomes and What They Teach Us, in Making Justice, supra note 13 (substantially summarizing Gould et al., supra note 145).

\(^{147}\) In fact, we know from several studies that a substantial number of false confessions, misidentifications, and forensic errors do not lead to wrongful convictions but instead are uncovered before final judgment. See, e.g., Eric Colvin, Convicting the Innocent: A Critique of Theories of Wrongful Convictions, 20 CRIM. L. FORUM 173, 191 (2009); Steven A. Drizin & Richard A. Leo, The Problem of False Confessions in the Post-DNA World, 82 N.C. L. REV. 891, 894 (2004); Chisun Lee et al., The Child Cases, ProPUBLICA (June 27, 2011, 11:00 PM), http://www.propublica.org/special/the-child-cases.

\(^{148}\) Gould et al., supra note 145, at iii.
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environmental or static (and therefore largely uncontrollable), such as the defendant’s age, number of prior offenses, and the state’s level of punitiveness (measured by the use of the death penalty).\textsuperscript{150} Dynamic factors, directly dependent on the actions of people in the adversarial system, included the strength of the prosecution and defense cases and whether there is error in forensic testing.\textsuperscript{151} An interesting finding was that while misidentifications were common to both sets of cases, honest misstatements by eyewitnesses were more difficult to detect during the pretrial or trial process and thus more often led to a wrongful conviction, while intentional misidentification predicted near misses.\textsuperscript{152} Another counterintuitive factor was that a weak prosecution case predicted wrongful conviction.\textsuperscript{153} A panel of experts explained this anomaly by pointing out that weak facts may encourage the state to engage in certain questionable practices designed to bolster the case, leading to an erroneous conviction.\textsuperscript{154} Thus, in several erroneous convictions in the study, prosecutors convinced of defendants’ guilt despite a lack of conclusive proof, failed to recognize and turn over exculpatory evidence, or enlisted a snitch or other non-eyewitness to provide dubious corroborating testimony.\textsuperscript{155}

The study concluded that erroneous convictions are more about system failure than individual causes.\textsuperscript{156}Erroneous convictions represent complex breakdowns in the adversarial process, which occur when errors are compounded rather than rectified, often as a result of tunnel vision.\textsuperscript{157} Most cases in the study, especially erroneous convictions, involved more than one error, sometimes as many as four or five.\textsuperscript{158} Gould et al. provided empirical validation for prior studies, mostly descriptive, that examined how an initial error (such as a mistaken eyewitness identification) leads to cross-contamination or nonindependence of subsequent evidence, revealing how one mistake can create another.\textsuperscript{159} This emphasis on
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process, organization, and cascading errors has the potential to increase the scope and effectiveness of innocence reforms, a point we consider in Part VI.

Another critical issue regarding any reform program is the degree to which reforms are accepted and effectuated. Of all the social science research on wrongful convictions, studies that explore the openness and barriers within institutional practices and attitudes towards reform are perhaps the most essential to the continuing impact of the innocence movement in the policy realm. Without an understanding of why and how reforms are received, implemented, and spread in real institutions, there is always a risk that innocence reforms will not take root, will become too divisive, will be impractical or unjust, or most importantly, will fail to accomplish the real change that they envision. While the research on this has been sparse, Robert Norris has examined past trends and future prospects of exoneree compensation law reforms through the lens of the diffusion-of-innovation research model with its “tipping point” concept. Exoneree compensation is the oldest innocence-related reform in the United States, having first been proposed and adopted a century ago. Stimulated by innocence movement concerns, additional state legislatures adopted no-fault compensation programs. The number of adopting states, however, appears to have recently slowed. Norris described variations in compensation amounts and other assistance provided in the laws of the twenty-seven states, along with the federal government and the District of Columbia, that authorize it. His application of diffusion-of-innovation analysis to trends in the passage of compensation laws included both the passage of new compensation laws and amendments to earlier laws. He found an increase “from 0.6 actions per year from 1989 to 1993 to 3.2 actions per year from 2004 to 2008.” Changes occurred in both conservative and liberal states. He did not venture a prediction as to whether compensation laws
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reached a tipping point that will lead to adoption in most states, but instead noted that the economic recession following 2008 might be slowing adoption, while the general growth of the innocence movement creates continuing pressure toward the adoption and improvement of exoneree compensation laws.\textsuperscript{164}

This research provides a sounder basis for considering how and why exoneree compensation laws have spread throughout the United States and for speculation on the progression of these reforms in the future. Interestingly, Norris concludes that a states’ political ideology and its tradition of criminal justice does not appear to have a substantial influence on the adoption of compensation statutes, while the number (and publicity) of exonerations in a state does.\textsuperscript{165} He also discusses a possible trickledown effect from key states in a region and the federal government.\textsuperscript{166} While Norris predicts that the adoption of these reforms may slow down in the current difficult economic times, based on his research he remains optimistic about the growth of compensation laws in the future.\textsuperscript{167}

Moving beyond informed speculation, Rebecca Murray, Laurel Gegner, and Justin Pelton have conducted original research, based on standard social science research methodology, to explore the predisposition of law enforcement agencies to adopt an array of innocence reforms that have been advanced by advocates and scholars.\textsuperscript{168} No matter how effective a technique may be in the laboratory, it will have no effect if not adopted by police agencies, and policy advocates need information about the acceptability of policies.\textsuperscript{169} Murray et al. sent a survey to virtually all agencies in

\textsuperscript{164} See id. at 300. Exoneree compensation laws are typically administered by having existing justice institutions or courts address innocence concerns rather than creating entirely new institutions. Exoneree-compensation and other issues will come to the attention of appellate courts, courts of claim, administrative law judges, and other institutions that determine innocence claims. In so doing, innocence consciousness will spread among these high-level decision makers, making the idea of actual innocence a more routine part of justice-system thinking, rather than being seen as a rare event. These new roles for old institutions may be more instrumental in helping to anchor factual innocence as a necessary concern of the adjudication system than entirely new institutions within the criminal justice system.
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\textsuperscript{168} Rebecca K. Murray et al., Policies, Procedures and the Police: An Assessment of Wrongful Conviction Risk in Nebraska, in WRONGFUL CONVICTIONS, supra note 13, at 130.

\textsuperscript{169} See generally Steven E. Clark, Costs and Benefits of Eyewitness Identification Reform: Psychological Science and Public Policy, 7 PERSPECTIVES ON PSYCH. SCI 238 (2012) (examining eyewitness identification reform proposals and research they are based upon, concluding that innocence movement must make better effort to acknowledge and respond to practitioners’ concerns about the costs of reforms, rather than ignoring costs).
Nebraska (n=225) and received back only seventeen, nine from county sheriffs’ offices and eight from municipal agencies.\textsuperscript{170} Most were from small agencies.\textsuperscript{171} The low rate of return may reflect the rural nature of the state, as the return rate from small agencies was lower than from large police agencies,\textsuperscript{172} as well as a general unfamiliarity with, and even dislike of, innocence reforms. Their survey instrument asked about policies related to identification, evidence collection, and interrogation procedures, especially the existence of formal or informal procedures in each of these categories.\textsuperscript{173} The assumption is that departments with formal policies in all three areas are better able to implement innovations.

About half the municipal agencies had formal written procedures related to all three functions but only one county agency had formal procedures for all three.\textsuperscript{174} Even in agencies with formal policies and procedures, often these were not provided to individual officers but posted centrally, such as on bulletin boards.\textsuperscript{175} The large agency-small agency distinction yielded an eyebrow-raising observation, with large agencies disallowing the threat of the death penalty during interrogation (being deterred by legal consequences), while small agencies allowed the threat if deemed useful.\textsuperscript{176} Although the low response rate undercuts the generalizability of Murray et al.’s findings, the replies are nonetheless revealing. Their research suggests that among the 13,000 municipal police departments in the United States, many of which are small, attempts to introduce innocence policy will encounter established current policies (or non-policies) and practices that will present barriers to reform.\textsuperscript{177} In short, devising programs is not enough.\textsuperscript{178} At some point, agencies with credibility will have to become involved in the technology transfer of innocence reforms. Peer credibility is a central message of diffusion-of-innovation research,\textsuperscript{179} and was key to the spread of eyewitness reforms among Massachusetts law enforcement departments.\textsuperscript{180}
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Another innovative type of innocence scholarship focuses on the role that culture plays in wrongful conviction, rather than individual causes; this kind of research requires closer examination of justice agencies and to date, such studies have largely concentrated on examining the culture of police and prosecutor’s offices. For example, Marvin Zalman reviewed three bodies of literature that assessed the role and culture of police investigators: social scientific surveys and studies, narratives of police work written by journalists and social scientists, and analyses of police investigation by authors writing from an “innocentric” posture. The wrongful conviction literature is, as expected, the most critical of investigators and investigation. Narratives tend to laud police investigators, while social science studies disclose the mundane realities as well as the institutional and resource limitations of police investigation. Zalman suggested that the innocence paradigm focuses too narrowly on certain slices of police investigation work, especially conducting lineups, interviewing suspects, and handling confidential informants. Improving the basic function of police investigation to make it more accurate requires a more rounded appreciation of the entire investigation function based on research that goes beyond that conducted by innocence-oriented researchers. Such an approach is hobbled by the innocence paradigm. A promising basis for investigation policies based on competent and relevant research was provided by Dan Simon’s comprehensive survey of psychological literature pertaining to the investigation function.
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Lastly, Zalman briefly surveyed the subject of “tunnel vision” that is rightly viewed as a psychological process that helps produce wrongful convictions. In 2013, Innocence-oriented scholarship that has explored the cognitive biases popularly labeled “tunnel vision” has tended to provide solutions to this common psychological process based on legal rules. An alternative view, based on the inherent limitations confronting police investigators and on a research-oriented appreciation of how to investigate the psychological biases that underlie so-called tunnel vision, provides a more sympathetic understanding of police investigation. In sum, Zalman’s analysis argued that the innocence paradigm places limits on further research and policy related to police investigation, which, ironically, will come to hamper the goals of the innocence movement.

Jennifer Laurin’s analysis of the missing element of the National Academy of Science (NAS) report argues for the necessity of systemic reform to accomplish the goals of improving the use of forensic science, closely paralleling Zalman’s conclusion and the approach we take in this article. She argues that by focusing on the forensics laboratory and not paying attention to “upstream users of forensic science[,] police and prosecutors,” the “truth-facilitating function” of forensic science will be thwarted. The reason is that the upstream users . . . will select priorities, initiate investigations, collect and submit evidence, choose investigative techniques, and charge and plead cases in ways that have critical and systematic, though poorly understood, A further observation drawn from Zalman’s survey is that in England a robust line of research into how police interview ordinary witnesses has explored the technique of the cognitive interview (CI), which apparently produces more accurate information. Zalman, The Detective and Wrongful Conviction, supra note 183, at 158. On the basis of CI research, English police departments have instituted policies to encourage the method. Id. This suggests a deficiency in American research and policy development designed to make police investigation more accurate. See id. Zalman, The Detective and Wrongful Conviction, supra note 183, at 157. See, e.g., Keith A. Findley & Michael S. Scott, The Multiple Dimensions of Tunnel Vision in Criminal Cases, 2006 Wis. L. Rev. 291, 354–55 (2006) (proposing doctrinal reform, education, training, improved evidence collection and investigation techniques, increased management and supervision practices, and greater transparency as some solutions). Brent Snook & Richard M. Cullen, Bounded Rationality and Criminal Investigations: Has Tunnel Vision Been Wrongfully Convicted?, in CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIVE FAILURES 72 (2009).
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influences on the accuracy of forensic analysis and the integrity of its application in criminal cases.200

In short, Laurin builds a brief for forensic science reformers to study the criminal justice system, at the cost of otherwise undermining recommended NAS reforms. Indeed, she suggests that implementing some NAS reforms may undermine accuracy, by locking investigators with limited training into reliance on second-best forensic evidence to confirm the results they have reached based on their interviews and interrogations.201 Even adopting the signature reform of laboratory independence can have negative consequences if critical questions about the actual conduct of investigations using forensic evidence are not examined.202 These issues are more acute in the context of America’s decentralized criminal justice system.203

Laurin’s call for criminal justice system research needs to be expanded to analyses of specific innocence reforms and to other interactions within the criminal justice system.204 To date, innocence scholars and advocates have done little to examine the culture, organization, and daily practices of defense attorneys, judges, and forensic scientists, continuing to focus on technological fixes within these fields or increased funding.

Our review of new approaches to wrongful conviction research demonstrates that older, static research models are giving way to inquiries that seek to explain wrongful conviction in dynamic ways and to better understand the policy changes associated with wrongful conviction concerns. In a society that places increased importance on evidence-based approaches to social problems, and is experiencing budget cuts in most areas of government, policy reforms are virtually impossible without social science research to back up them up. Thus, from a purely practical standpoint, the innocence movement has been increasingly under pressure to embrace empirical analysis. In addition, the many processes that

200 Id. The discretion of law enforcement officers and prosecutors regarding the collection and use of forensic evidence, and the ways in which mundane practices weaken the effective use of such evidence to generate accurate and just results, is also described. Id. at 1072–1100.

201 Id. at 1101–02.

202 For example, details of laboratory independence could cause delays in evidence processing and engender dysfunctional working relations. Id. at 1103.

203 See id. at 1104–05.

204 There are many examples. One example of an interaction node that relates to wrongful convictions is the relationship between a prosecutor’s office and police investigators in accepting evidence. See, e.g., Sapien, supra note 77.
operate within the adjudication system are each complex social sub-systems subject to a host of factors, not simply a legal framework; from an intellectual standpoint, therefore, some innocence scholars and justice system practitioners have begun to argue that attempts to reform the system without sound social scientific studies are inherently flawed. While to date the number and extent of such empirical evaluations has been limited, current trends seem to indicate that additional research will be forthcoming. More generally, it appears that it will be mutually beneficial for innocence advocates to foster and consume reform-oriented social science research and for criminal justice researchers to advance inquiry regarding wrongful convictions. We conclude that the increase in such collaboration cannot help but increase the longevity and ultimate success of innocence reforms.

VI. INNOCENCE REFORM SUSTAINABILITY MODELS

In the last two Parts of this article we more directly confront the idea that real sustainable reform will require rethinking the criminal justice system, a tall order. It may be that the “innocence crisis” will not last forever even if exonerations continue indefinitely, as this (or any) issue’s ability to capture the public imagination and create a sense of urgency will eventually decrease. Ultimately, therefore, to sustain reform efforts the innocence movement must climb out of the crisis model and embrace a different paradigm, one that envisions a continual process of evaluation and improvement within the criminal justice system. This paradigm must have as its goal reshaping the way the criminal justice system (and each of its parts) envisions its work, so that the system recognizes the need for continuous self-evaluation and embraces a professional model of learning from error. Reforms must seek to move the system toward greater professionalization and integrity, rather than simply to reduce the number of errors in forensic science, eyewitness identifications, etc. Thus, ironically, the most sustainable innocence reforms may be those that tackle the most difficult task—transforming the system itself.

A crucial component of the new approach to reform is the challenge for criminal justice practitioners and academics to shift their mental focus regarding errors from blame to risk. In the
traditional model of error, ironically shared by both the early members of the innocence movement and the practitioners they critiqued, errors occur because someone has done something wrong. At times, the errors were clearly honest mistakes (i.e., most misidentifications made by victims) while in other cases, the error seemed to stem from misconduct or abuse (i.e., coerced confessions).206 While innocence advocates often disagreed with practitioners on whether an error was intentional or not, or on whether the person legally could be held accountable, they agreed on the basic premise that someone was to blame and that without that, no error could have occurred. James Doyle refers to this as the bad apple approach.207

The bad apple approach has only limited utility in explaining why wrongful convictions occur, and more importantly for our purposes, it produces little in the way of prospects for ongoing reform. To begin with, the approach stigmatizes and isolates the bad apples, driving errors underground and reducing incentives for practitioners to identify and discuss mistakes. It often creates flat denial within the practitioner community or institution and little interest in innocence reforms, while fostering distrust between those in the innocence movement and those in the system that appear to be harboring these bad apples. This dynamic does not bode well for future prospects of reform.

By contrast, the learning from error approach starts with the premise that errors occur in any human institution, and that these errors only become major tragic incidents when the system does not detect the errors or address them in a timely manner. Furthermore, unethical choices are generally made because something in the system makes them seem like good ideas at the time. This is known as the organizational accidents approach.208 Doyle has suggested re-conceiving wrongful convictions in these terms, with an emphasis on understanding the process by which miscarriages of justice occur and improving the reliability of the system.209 Traditionally, the innocence movement has “concentrate[d] on a strategy of pursuing overall system reliability

206 Doyle, Learning From Error, supra note 205, at 118–19.
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by optimizing individual system components.”210 In reality, however, a close examination of wrongful conviction cases reveals that “[n]o single error is independently sufficient to cause an organizational accident; the errors of many individuals (‘active errors’) converge and interact with system weaknesses (‘latent conditions’), increasing the likelihood that individual errors will do harm.”211 This is the same conclusion that was drawn by experts in the medical and aviation fields, who realized that attempting to perfect any particular part of the system was an inadequate response to system weaknesses.212

Thus, a more sophisticated study of wrongful convictions will emphasize how a combination of errors played out in a system and an environment in which the errors were not corrected or were encouraged.213 This, in turn, requires further investigation into what extent the adjudicative process actually corrects errors in the investigative sector.214 Thus, the job of the innocence movement is less about ferreting out bad apples or trying to reduce all possible avenues of error (an impossible task), but instead about analyzing how the system can be reformed to ensure that good choices are rewarded and inevitable errors are uncovered and mitigated. In other words, the emphasis is on risk-reduction, rather than on blame. Thus, this model not only reduces the “them” versus “us” mentality that often invades innocence reform, it also encourages practitioners to confront and learn from error.

This kind of approach has been used in other fields and industries, such as aviation and medicine. In aviation, organizations have created incident systems that allow practitioners to report errors in confidence and give employees a greater role in reducing and managing organizational error.215 In medicine, the concept of grand rounds and the teaching hospital facilitates learning from error, and Doyle has suggested similar institutions might be possible in the criminal justice field.216 Thus,
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while the learning from error or “Just Culture” is quite new to the adjudication system, there are precedents in other fields that should facilitate adoption.\(^{217}\)

Given the fragmentation and multi-faceted nature of the criminal justice system, early attempts by scholars and practitioners to adopt this new approach on a system-wide scale have been met with significant struggles. The learning from error approach was systematically applied at a Cardozo Law School symposium on Brady that brought together justice system officials, innocence advocates, management experts, and experts in medical harm reduction,\(^{218}\) and there have been other round-table discussions and expert panels that set a similar tone.\(^{219}\) While these attempts have started many important conversations and are crucial to moving the field forward, they have not proven to be sustainable on a system-wide scale. As yet, there is no on-going structure by which the system evaluates itself and learns from error.

By contrast, small but practical steps have been made in this direction by individual components of the system, namely prosecutor’s offices, police departments, and the field of forensic science. Within prosecutor’s offices, Conviction Integrity Units, discussed above, could take on a teaching hospital function. For example, CIUs could encourage near miss reporting (a case with an innocent defendant that was dismissed before conviction) and prosecutors could analyze what went wrong (i.e., why the defendant was indicted) as well as what went right (i.e., what caused the state to recognize the defendant’s innocence). Currently, CIUs rarely function in this way, but the existence of such a unit within a department suggests potential. CIUs can also serve as an oversight mechanism for the prosecutor’s office when it comes to questions of innocence, highlighting areas of concern and instituting reforms when necessary.

Within policing, there are no clear organizations or systems set up to institute a learning-from-error culture. Nonetheless, there have been several interesting forays into this world that focus on the culture of blame and learning from near misses. For instance, Waring looks at the impact of accountability and blame in police decision making.\(^{220}\) We have discussed Gould et al.’s comparative
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research on near misses previously. Other examples include a recent monograph that was published by former police officer and professor, Jon Shane, which examines a wrongful arrest resulting from an initial show-up identification after a robbery. Shane explicitly takes an organizational accident perspective and shows that even a rather routine mistake can be mined for very valuable lessons about how to increase system reliability. Likewise, after a high-profile near miss case in Will County, Illinois, the Sheriff's Department hired a consulting group to investigate what went wrong; the investigative report moves beyond blame to provide a valuable discussion of system weaknesses. These types of post-hoc evaluations of error are important because they encourage police departments to stop considering wrongful convictions as completely unique aberrations, and instead learn from how the ever-present risk of convicting the wrong person is reduced or averted in certain cases but not in others. However, to date such efforts have not resulted in continuing, established methods by which police officers can report, investigate, and learn from error; as evidenced by the heated lawsuits surrounding many of the near misses, a culture of blame remains tenacious.

The innocence revolution probably generated a greater crisis of confidence in the forensic sciences than in any other adjudication system institution, and perhaps because of this it may be poised, despite real obstacles, to take the lead when it comes to learning from error. Forensic science has traditionally been divided into disciplines, such as latent fingerprint examination, firearms and toolmark examination, and forensic toxicology, and thus, with the advent of the innocence challenge, the immediate focus was on failures within a particular discipline (e.g., questioning the scientific basis for bitemark analysis). Furthermore, the tendency simply to focus on technological fixes is strong in a field where technological errors do occur and scientific advancements can clearly lead to better results.

Nevertheless, as the innocence movement has matured, so has
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the response from the scientific community. The touchstone for the new approach is the National Academy of Sciences report, which put forth a pan-disciplinary forensic science reform agenda that draws together the deficiencies made observable by wrongful convictions. While acknowledging that specific correctives would still be applied based on the contours of a particular forensic science sub-discipline, for the first time this report gave voice to deeper concerns within the forensic science community and proffered the goal of creating a more rigorous, self-critical field in the future. Recently, Simon Cole has linked this to a “learning from error” approach that attempts to pull forensic science out of a mode that relies on external crisis to institute vital reforms.

In line with public policy analysis, Simon Cole proposed that in the future concerned academicians, activists, and officials should think in terms of a forensic science policy subsystem, including the realms of media, government, courts, and academe, to form an “advocacy coalition framework” directed by peak scientific institutions. Forensic science would advance on the basis of continuous empirical and scientific research. This approach could result in new innocence institutions, or innocence-stimulated institutions within the forensic sciences, with the goal of “detect[ing] when future reforms are necessary.” In tandem with Doyle’s proposal that adjudication organizations adopt a “normal accidents” perspective to error, Cole advanced the idea of self-aware organizational learning (“forensic science meta-reform”) that could ultimately transform the forensic sciences. In support of the sustainability of his vision, Cole cited the recent decision to create a National Commission on Forensic Science as a signal by the federal government to advance a permanent error-reduction institution in the forensic sciences.

The challenges of fully realizing a new approach to miscarriages of justice are still substantial. There is the perpetual difficulty of locating the mechanisms of reform within the system that must be
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reformed; endogenous forces of change are often slow, heavily compromised, and less than transparent. In many instances, it may seem easier and cleaner simply to rely on exogenous crises and legislated “fixes.” Furthermore, there are social costs to adopting this approach. For example, in order to develop the teaching hospital concept within institutions in the criminal justice system, immunity may have to be granted to police officers, prosecutors, or other officials who come forward with cases or errors, and such information may have to be excluded from traditional discovery requests. Are innocence advocates, the American people, and most importantly, the victims of these errors okay with such an outcome? Finally, given the fragmentation of the criminal justice system, the logistics are complicated, and in order to function, there will need to be buy-in from local institutions as well as state and federal-level systems.

VII. CONCLUSION: TOWARD SUSTAINABLE INNOCENCE REFORM?

There are reasons, then, to doubt the sustainability of innocence reform. James Acker and Rose Bellani noted that support for innocence reform has been driven in part by concerns for executing an innocent prisoner and by the certainty provided by DNA exonerations. They suggested that the moral fervor for innocence reform may decline if capital punishment continues to decline and if DNA exonerations become fewer as DNA is applied at the police stage to screen out innocent defendants. Their observation that “the prospect of an execution vitalizes efforts to preempt and expose error with noticeably greater intensity than when death is not in the offing” is supported by the high proportion of murder cases among exonerations. Likewise, the fact that at the present time about one-fourth of all exonerations involve DNA-testing,
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234 See, e.g., GAIN WORKING GROUP, supra note 215, at 33, 36.
235 James R. Acker and Rose Bellandi, Deadly Errors and Statutory Reforms: The Kill that Cures?, in MAKING JUSTICE, supra note 13, at 269.
236 Id. at 277. “[D]oubts about the integrity of capital punishment systems have correspondingly called attention to the problem of wrongful convictions and helped fuel reforms designed to safeguard innocents.” Id. at 279. Sandra Guerra Thompson, in reviewing a universe of one year’s appellate cases in which eyewitness identification was an issue, reports that “DNA evidence has essentially eliminated sexual assault cases from the mix of cases in which eyewitness identification testimony is critical.” Thompson, supra note 24, at 650. Four out of ninety six appeals involved sexual assaults. Id.
biological evidence is only available in perhaps ten percent of all felonies, speaks to the traditionally heightened importance of DNA testing in the effort to exonerate the innocent.\textsuperscript{239} Thus, the reciprocal relationships between capital punishment and DNA exonerations, on the one hand, and support for the innocence movement, on the other, which has supported innocence reform efforts, may not hold up if DNA exonerations and death sentences decline in number.\textsuperscript{240} “With progressively fewer DNA exonerations in the offing in capital and non-capital cases alike, the perception may arise that wrongful convictions, and the problems contributing to them, must also be disappearing.”\textsuperscript{241}

Acker and Bellandi note that “[s]uch a conclusion would be badly flawed,” as most unsolved felonies do not involve biological evidence and yet are prone to the errors uncovered by wrongful conviction scholarship.\textsuperscript{242}

One unhappy possibility is that waning interest in the death penalty and attendant diminished concerns about erroneous executions will alleviate public pressure and dampen policymakers’ motivation to enact reforms that are important in helping to forestall wrongful convictions generally. Concomitantly, declining DNA exonerations may create the impression that innocents cease to be at risk of wrongful conviction and execution, thereby robbing reformers who have targeted capital punishment of a vital inroad for change. The prospect of the wind being taken out of the sails of both the innocence movement and those who would reform capital justice is paradoxical yet plausible.\textsuperscript{243}

This gloomy scenario may be further darkened by the possibility that some prosecutors or politicians will take any weakness as an opportunity to block the advance of or undo established innocence reforms.\textsuperscript{244} While the National Registry of Exonerations reported that in 2012 prosecutors and police initiated or cooperated in fifty-four percent of exonerations, an increase from a prior figure of
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\textsuperscript{244} John Wilkens, Reforms Aim to Reduce Faulty IDs by Eyewitnesses, SAN DIEGO UNION-TRIBUNE, July 14, 2013, at A-1 (noting that legislation to create commission to study and adopt eyewitness identification reforms passed twice in California and were twice vetoed by Governor Schwarzenegger).
twenty-first-century policies can be reversed, as seen in the repeal of North Carolina’s Racial Justice Act. Kardish, supra note 73 (reporting the repeal of the Act after just four years on the books, passed along party lines).

247 Zalman & Marion, supra note 44, at 34–35 (citing Zalman, Qualitatively Estimating, supra note 2, at 230). As a contrast, consider crime rates. Criminologists know that reported
If it is not possible to ultimately report on the overall effectiveness of innocence reforms, at some point, critics may use this as a basis to attack innocence reforms generally. One counter-argument is that since *every* proposed innocence reform would have to be enacted and effectively implemented before one could be sure that *all* of the suspected causes of wrongful convictions are not infecting the criminal justice process, a proper evaluation is not possible until a fully reformed system is in place for a number of years for a reduced number of exonerations to be felt to be having an effect. It is also possible, given estimates of large numbers of wrongful convictions (even if the rates are small), that innocence projects could continue to help exonerate prisoners in large number and in fact be reducing the number of wrongful convictions, without this being noticeable. We will never know. Further, the distinction between wrongful convictions and official exonerations will permanently cloud what we know about wrongful convictions since the best data apply to exonerations.248

Other impediments to the sustainability or feasibility of certain innocence reforms include the lack of funding and significant political opposition to taxes, even if some innocence reforms are relatively low cost,249 and the general difficulty in achieving endogenous change in the criminal justice system. It is also worth noting that many innocence reforms are still in experimental stages or are singularities. It is too early to tell whether they may die out or prove to be ineffective over time.

Why, then, do we express cautious optimism for the prospects of continuous innocence reform in the criminal justice system? In just a few years, innocence scholarship has increased in sophistication and breadth, as more robust innocence institutions have emerged from a crisis mode towards a sustainable model. Without claiming that the innocence movement has achieved permanence, a real cause for optimism must be the inherent rightness of the cause to lessen the incidence of wrongful convictions. No one is *for* wrongful crime rates are approximations of actual crime, but they are based on two large-scale and carefully monitored active data collection efforts: the Uniform Crime Reports, measuring crimes reported to and recorded by police agencies, and the National Crime Victimization Survey, which surveys random samples of Americans to assess criminal victimization. See Zalman, *Qualitatively Estimating*, supra note 2, at 242.


249 Most eyewitness identification reforms cost relatively little and mostly involve changes in procedures.
convictions or miscarriages of justice. Of course, that does not mean that everyone agrees on what to do about it. The challenge for the innocence movement is to show that the good of reducing wrongful convictions through reform is not outweighed by other valid considerations, such as convicting the guilty, keeping communities safe, or retaining respect for government institutions. It is this perceived balancing act that causes resistance to innocence reforms. That is why the re-conception of the innocence movement as a way of making the criminal justice system more professional, efficient, and safe is so powerful—it shows that with few exceptions, there really is no balancing act. Reducing the number of wrongful convictions and exonerating innocent defendants will generally also mean increased efficiency in convictions, safer communities, and a more professional and respected system.

Since the founding of the United States, the structures and institutions of our democratic republic have faced many challenges, made many missteps, and caused much injustice. But history has also shown that over time, system reform is possible, change happens, and injustices have been corrected. Given the moral and social imperative of many innocence reforms, it seems possible that policies designed to reduce wrongful convictions may be established that will move the criminal justice system in a direction that is more professional, efficient, and self-critical. Our cautious optimism is not an invitation to complacency, but rather a call to further, renewed action by an innocence movement that is more sophisticated, complex, and attuned to the realities of public policy reform.